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Abstract: There is a growing literature on the healing effects of buildings designed for healthcare, but publications that insist on this spiritual and healing dimension in church architecture are rare. Contemporary ecclesial buildings are often rightly criticized for their cold and soulless emptiness. However, through the analysis of four emblematic case studies, this article aims to lay bare an essential dimension of architecture that is often overlooked, a multisensory and synaesthetic dimension that engages our body even before we become aware of it. Hence, this article builds upon the recurrent plea of spatial theorists, philosophers, and architects for synaesthetic space as a reaction to a dominant ocularcentric environment. Surprisingly, contemporary church architecture seems rather propitious to deploy this inherently religious dimension that is at once healing and spiritual in a new sense, which is especially needed nowadays.
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1. Introduction: Synaesthetic Space

In a famous 1984 study, one of the now most influential researchers in healthcare architectural design, Roger S. Ulrich, measured for the first time how a hospital ‘room with a view’ could considerably reduce the time of recovery from surgery. Patients looking out at a row of trees cured faster than similar patients seeing only a brick wall (Ulrich 1984). Years later, Dr. Esther M. Sternberg, whilst admitting that “we don’t yet fully understand all the ways in which windows could affect healing,” is convinced that place has an effect on the healing process: “If you are living in dark, cramped, crowded quarters where noise is constant, you will be stressed. If you are isolated, far from friends and family, you will be stressed. In such cases your immune system is burdened and the healing process slows” (Sternberg 2009, pp. 20–21).

This article points at a multisensory and spiritual dimension of our built environment that is often still overlooked, but which the current ecological turn and the global context of COVID-19 have again brought to the fore. There is a growing literature on the healing effects of gardens and buildings designed for healthcare, based upon empirical data (Cooper Marcus and Barnes 1999; Handy et al. 2002; Macmillan 2004; Ulrich et al. 2004; Ulrich 2006; Codinhoto et al. 2009; Tzortzopoulos et al. 2009; Huisman et al. 2012; Tseklovas and Cooper 2016; Sigrist 2019). Recently, a volume of the journal Spiritual Care, intended for the multi-disciplinary exchange between researchers and workers in healthcare and spiritual care, has been dedicated to the topic of “spiritual spaces” (Spirituelle Räume), although within the context of healthcare architecture (Frick and Maidl 2019). Still, publications that insist on this healing dimension in church architecture are rare (Böhme 2006). On the contrary, contemporary church architecture is often attacked for the cold and impersonal atmosphere it seems doomed to create (Rose 2001; Doorly 2007; McNamara 2009), although other voices claim that its inherent
ineffable and anonymous) spirituality makes religious buildings especially propitious to express these synaesthetic qualities (Dupré 2001; Frampton 2002; Heathcote and Moffat 2007; Bergmann 2009).

Hence, after briefly pointing out that healing and place belong together, drawing upon the work of one interlocutor who is specialized in the field of healthcare (Sternberg 2009), this article engages in the discussion with spatial theorists (Lefebvre [1974] 1991; Tuan 1977; de Certeau [1980] 1990; Casey 1993; Soja 1996), philosophers (Foucault [1984] 1986; Böhme 1995; Kidder 1999; Marion 2010; Han 2015), psychologists (Evans and McCoy 1998), and architects (Day [1990] 2004; Holl 1994; Pallasmaa 1996; Zumthor 2010) in order to point out the spiritual and healing qualities of what I have coined “synaesthetic space” (Daelemans 2015a). As this concerns an unconscious and invisible dimension of our experience of place, let us define “synaesthetic space” from the start as the specific atmosphere or genius loci that comes to the fore when a human being interacts with a place by dwelling in it, walking through it, or simply being in it: space is “relational” (Löw 2001, p. 224; Wüthrich 2010). “Synaesthetic space” is always a unique genius loci of a certain place at a certain time for a certain person, for which it is not easy to grasp or speak about (Norberg-Schulz 1980). This has to do with the way a building engages with nature, which can be done in different ways, such as “abstracting” nature (Goldberger 2010, p. 228) or opening a window to the landscape (Daelemans 2015b).

As such, in this article, it is merely my aim to “point out” this dimension, corroborating my own synaesthetic experience of four case studies with that of others found in the literature. In the description of these case studies, it is not my intention to lay universal claims upon the experience of these buildings, which is always a highly personal experience. Hence, what will be said of these case studies in particular might not be true for everyone in the same degree. Nevertheless, these four case studies (there could have been others) all seem to provoke a high density of synaesthetic space, only because of the way they engage the body, obliging people to move around and get lost, as it were, or because of the texture of its architectural skin. All in all, this article intends to lay bare an intuitive dimension that is difficult to measure scientifically. There is little existing evidence on how specific design features impact human health, but the aim of this article is to provoke further research following this intuition. Awareness and better understanding of this synaesthetic dimension may enable both designers and users to create and maintain healthy environments.

From the start, “healing”, “spiritual”, and “synaesthetic” should be understood in a broad sense, although they all address the body (Brichetti 2019, p. 3). Healing, in a spiritual context, has to do with wholeness, and spirituality is broader than religiosity (Frick 2007, p. 12). I would claim that, if a certain place gives a person the awareness of self and of her being embodied and embedded in nature, this is already (a step towards, and thus) spiritual healing. Visitors of church buildings are not patients, but it can be assumed that all carry wounds that need healing, peace, recovery, reconciliation, or restoration in some sense. That place and space play a role in healing can be corroborated by researchers in healthcare (Sternberg 2009; Uzarewicz 2013; Wüthrich 2019). That buildings explicitly made for spiritual activities have a role to play in spiritual healing is the topic of this article. The intuition upon which this study is built, and that gradually will be corroborated with the literature and with field work, can be formulated as such: there is a way in which architecture addresses the body that is healing, and which has to do with the “synaesthetic space” that comes to the fore in the interaction and spatial practice of human beings. I deem it sufficient that the relationship between healing and space has been pointed out by researchers in healthcare, so it is my intention to build further upon this claim by including also the spiritual dimension in healing (Brichetti 2019, p. 3).

Acknowledging the lack of empirical evidence in this field, the psychologists Evans and Mitchell McCoy nevertheless defined five architectural dimensions as being linked to stress and that, therefore, potentially could affect human health: stimulation, coherence, affordance, control, and restoration (Evans and McCoy 1998, p. 92). Stimulation has to do with “intensity, variety, complexity, mystery and novelty” (Evans and McCoy 1998, p. 85). The four case studies that I have chosen, as we will see, excel in this matter. According to these authors, lack of stimulation leads to boredom and an overabundance of stimulation causes distraction, disorientation, and overload when a strong unifying
theme or coherence and comprehensibility is lacking. Indeed, “people like small amounts of change but do not adapt well to large amounts of variation” (Evans and McCoy 1998, p. 86), which therefore must be balanced with familiarity and routine. Mystery, for them, indicates “the promise of further information with continued exploration” (Evans and McCoy 1998, p. 86).

Affordance means that we can understand correctly the functional properties of a space; misaffordance is often the cause of accidents. By control, the authors mean the ability to alter the space, that is, how flexible a space is for being adapted and owned by its users: “Insufficient spatial resources, inflexible spatial arrangements, and lack of climatic or lighting controls all threaten individual needs to effectively interact with interior space” (Evans and McCoy 1998, p. 88). Finally, with restorative qualities, the authors indicate the therapeutical function of design elements to reduce and attenuate stress, and they especially name “retreat, fascination, and exposure to nature. Certain types of settings such as religious sanctuaries, hospitals and other therapeutic facilities are explicitly designed with restorative intent. Such settings may uplift the human spirit and promote healing. [...] Reflective activities in particular demand a minimum of distraction and some degree of isolation. [...] Direct contact with natural elements as well as views of nature provide restoration” (Evans and McCoy 1998, p. 91).

Through the analysis of recent case studies that emblematically excel in those ‘haptic’ (Hall 1969; Pallasmaa 1996) qualities, this contribution will focus especially and apologetically on contemporary church architecture as a plea for a spiritual dimension that is not limited to its religious function, but can and must be located, as it were, in its ‘skin’ and ‘atmosphere’. Therefore, I will not engage in the liturgical aspect of these buildings, but rather interrogate them on their spiritual claim before any religious or liturgical activity takes place. The way that the synaesthetic dimension is been engaged religiously by a liturgical community ‘in action’ has been described elsewhere (Daelemans 2015a, pp. 251–314). Unfortunately, too often in the existing literature, the liturgical assessment of religious buildings fails to acknowledge its synaesthetic qualities, and thus fails to bring them into play. To lay bare the idea that the theological assessment of religious buildings is not limited to their liturgical function has been an underlying aim of this study. The liturgical aspects, at least for the Roman Catholic liturgy, are treated elsewhere (Schloeder 1998; López Arias 2018).

All in all, this article aims to contribute to the renewed acknowledgment of an often ignored spiritual and sacramental dimension of life that has to do with our ways of being embodied and ‘embedded’ in the (natural) environment (Schmemann 1973; Daelemans 2015b, 2015c).

2. The Healing Effect of Synaesthetic Space

“Perhaps the most important thing a window does is provide a portal [...] allowing a patient to step into a space of meditation—a reverie that brings not just distraction but relief. And relief could bring healing, through all those beneficial chemicals that flow from the brain through the body and change illness into wellness”. (Sternberg 2009, pp. 9–10)

Dr Sternberg expresses herself in multisensory terms that I call synaesthetic in order to emphasize its extraordinary simultaneous convergence: “Our sense of place is created through what we see and feel and smell and hear—through all our senses. It is created and re-created in memory each time we experience and re-experience the place. Emotions, both good and bad, become attached to a place [...] . A place can trigger unhappy memories or bad habits without our realizing it, and cause us to spiral down into drug addiction or despair” (Sternberg 2009, pp. 21, 290).

What brings healing and space together is that both imply movement: “Just as healing is a constant process, so is sense of place” (Sternberg 2009, p. 15). Healing, more than curing, indicates a sense of wholeness, of feeling and becoming whole, even when one does not get cured. Healing “goes beyond the mere absence of disease and incorporates sustenance of the emotions as an essential part” (Sternberg 2009, pp. 293–94). Sternberg wonders if the healing effect of windows has to do with their power to distract patients from their disease or rather with their providing natural light, color, air, shapes, sounds, smells, movement, life, and awareness of day-and-night rhythms.
Although, in my view, in general she focuses too much on objects that can be seen and not directly on the healing expansion of the space itself—which is visually broadened, enlarged by the window—she suggests, based on neuroscientific research, that movement in vision (far and near, in and out, up and down) has a healing effect: “We are constantly scanning the horizon for things that stand out” (Sternberg 2009, p. 32; Aguirre et al. 1998; Epstein et al. 2007). In my view, a window does not just provide an outlook but sensibly enlarges living space—and this is a healing effect of the space itself and not merely of an object one sees (a beautiful tree, for instance).

Even though Sternberg does not use the concept of synaesthetic space, she recognizes that our brain forms an integral sense of place out of different sensory inputs. She acknowledges that “the sense of touch is also connected to our sense of sight. When you look at a plank of wood, you can tell whether it is likely to fell rough or smooth” (Sternberg 2009, p. 93). When moving, our brains register more than visual landmarks: proprioceptive cues from our inner ear and our muscles explain why a driver remembers a route “much faster and much better than when just viewing it from the passenger seat” (Sternberg 2009, p. 138).

Natural light has been proven to improve the mood, health, and immune systems of shoppers, office workers, and hospital residents. Someone who is ill and recovering is craving for peace and quiet, but a hospital usually offers only loud and strange noises. Noise is one of the biggest stressors, especially noise that comes from an unseen source. Sternberg recalls a Swedish hospital where sound-absorbing tiles reduced noise levels substantially, which improved, not only health outcomes and the frequency of rehospitalizations, but also staff’s satisfaction and home sleep quality.

Quiet places are healing because they make us aware of (life within) the place by putting us in touch with nature through awareness of “the tiny sounds that are usually drowned out by background noise”: even when closing your eyes, “you can tell the seasons or the time of day” (Sternberg 2009, p. 53). Space is only healing when it is quiet—not empty, not the frightening silence of isolation, but quiet, allowing the tiny sounds to do their gentle, soothing, and healing cure.

What is true for healthcare architecture can be transposed to our environment in general. In the end, we human beings are embedded in nature, and nature is an essential partner in the holistic process of healing. Some architects have intuited this very early on. The great architects Frank Lloyd Wright, Richard Neutra, Alvar Aalto, and Peter Zumthor should be named, of course, but also Welsh builder Christopher Day: his Places of the Soul (1990) remains a classic in pointing out the healing and unseen effects of architecture.

Our immediate environment affects us: “Without consciously looking at them, we breathe in our surroundings with all our senses” (Day [1990] 2004, p. 4). Indeed, it does not matter “how nice a place looks if it smells of bad drains” (Day [1990] 2004, p. 5). Buildings can make us ill without our realizing it.

Places can also contribute to healing; Sternberg recalls a widow who found healing in the restaurant where she had spent long evenings with her husband. Furthermore, she argues that it was “the light and beauty and spiritual aura of the place” of Assisi that had meant a breakthrough for the immunologist Jonas Salk in discovering his polio vaccine. This experience led him eventually to create the Salk Institute, intended to be an inspirational place for the research of how architecture enriches human experience (Sternberg 2009, pp. 16, 21). Already, the Romans spoke in this sense of genius loci, a certain ‘spirit’, energy, or character at certain (natural) places, which buildings could highlight and complement (Norberg-Schulz 1980).

In short, healing and place belong together. Indeed, as doctors and nursing staff would know, a sudden change in the awareness of our surroundings is often the first sign that healing has begun (Sternberg 2009, p. 1). In contrast, during the early stages of a disease, we are acutely sensitive to internal signs from our body and lose interest in anything beyond. Even our place memory is impaired when we are ill, which implies that navigation through the hospital (often an intimidating and frightening environment) becomes a stressful experience.
Significantly for healthcare facilities, Sternberg dwells upon the type of imaginative experience that places such as Disneyland and Frank Gehry’s buildings offer because they are at the same time comfortable and exciting, surprising and reassuring: “They skillfully change your mood [ . . . ] without saying a word.” You never know what to expect, and this might cause anxiety but could also trigger curiosity. Therefore, it comes as no surprise that Charles Jencks described Gehry as “committed to a notion of an architecture that relates to healing” (Sternberg 2009, pp. 136, 166).

Similarly, the following, delightful description of Venice reveals our basic human need for what the French philosopher Michel Foucault has called “heterotopias” or counter-places, which shed light upon what ordinary places lack (Foucault [1984] 1986):

“Venice changed for me the nature of light. Light was beautiful everywhere, but only in Venice did it complete itself fully. [. . . ] The city looked as though a troupe of organ grinders and manic chess players had designed it for the praise of glassblowers. Its celebration of pure whimsy made it a playground and a conundrum, a place where decadence had both a field day and a day off. It always made me wish I was a flashier, less serious man”. (Conroy 1995, pp. 40–41)

3. Discussion: Synaesthetic Space versus Ocularcentric Buildings

“There are small and large, impressive and important buildings or complexes that dwarf me, that oppress me, that exclude or rebuff me. But there are also buildings or ensembles of buildings, both small ones and monumental ones, that make me feel good, that make me look good, that give me a sense of dignity and freedom, that make me want to stay awhile and that I enjoy using”. (Zumthor 2010, p. 86)

Pritzker laureate Peter Zumthor is widely known for the experiential quality of his buildings. This is due to his choice of texture and matter, with which he engages first and foremost our skin, and reveals how architecture is indeed ‘archi-texture’. This patient, contemplative, and nearly monastic attention to the sensuous qualities of architectural skin proceeds from his own experience of the contrasting effect of buildings, as shown in the quote above.

Buildings have a multisensory effect upon us that cannot be reduced to two dimensions. When entering a building, the first reality that one encounters is not an idea addressed to the mind, a sign that has to be deciphered, or an image addressed to vision, but rather an atmosphere or ‘space’ that immediately engulfs our embodied beings and makes us aware of being embodied, preliminary to thought and consciousness. “Space” has been defined in different ways: as the abstract and undifferentiated space of “sites” or “locations” that can be transformed into meaningful “places” (Tuan 1977; Casey 1993) and, in the sense I will adopt here, as what comes about when a site, location, or place is “practiced” by living bodies (de Certeau [1980] 1990, p. 173; Lefebvre [1974] 1991; Löw 2001, p. 224; Beuttler 2010; Wüthrich 2015). The human body is engaged with more than one sense as a living, sensing, and spiritual whole, and “space” cannot be reduced to two-dimensional space, to what we see. For defining this mysterious “space” or “atmosphere” (Böhme 1995; Beyrich 2011) that comes about, I prefer the term syn-aesthetic to multisensory because it holds the senses together (Daelemans 2015a, pp. 161–202). Gaston Bachelard spoke of the “polyphony of the senses” (Bachelard 1971, p. 6).

The founding father of spatial theory, the French Marxist thinker Henri Lefebvre, pleaded for a recognition of what he called in this sense “social” or “lived space”, which is that which is “produced” when a society enacts “physical” or “perceived space” (Lefebvre [1974] 1991, p. 73). He pointed out that we usually reduce space to “conceived” or “mental space”, as if space were the two-dimensional, Cartesian “representation of space” merely present in minds and on maps: “This is the dominant space in any society” that tends towards a system of verbal signs that simply could be deciphered (Lefebvre [1974] 1991, pp. 38–39). In fact, this “mental space” is only a virtual decoction of real space,
flattened to an illusory transparency that is unaware of the invisible, imaginary spaces that are also part of space (Soja 1996).

Lefebvre famously broadened and enriched mental space to his triad of perceived, conceived, and lived space. Firstly, he spoke of the day-to-day practice of a place, bringing to the fore perceived space: “Anyone knows what is meant when we speak of a ‘room’ in an apartment, the ‘corner’ of the street, a ‘marketplace’, a shopping or cultural ‘centre’, a public ‘place’, and so on. These terms of everyday discourse [...] correspond to a specific use of that space, and hence to a spatial practice that they express and constitute” (Lefebvre [1974] 1991, p. 16). He compared spatial practice to reading a text aloud. Spatial practice understands a place in an embodied way that semiotic decoding cannot:

“The use of the cathedral’s monumental space necessarily entails its supplying answers to all the questions that assail anyone who crosses the threshold. For visitors are bound to become aware of their own footsteps, and listen to the noises, the singing; they must breathe the incense-laden air, and plunge into a particular world, that of sin and redemption; they will partake of an ideology; they will contemplate and decipher the symbols around them; and they will thus, on the basis of their own bodies, experience a total being in a total space. [...] In cloister or cathedral, space is measured by the ear. [...] It is in this way, and at this level, in the non-visible, that bodies find one another”. (Lefebvre [1974] 1991, pp. 220–21, 225)

We notice the importance of the body already in this first level of physical or perceived space. Secondly, Lefebvre pointed at the existence of “social space”, which is “the space of ‘inhabitants’ and ‘users’”, the “dominated—and hence passively experienced—space which the imagination seeks to change and appropriate. It overlays physical space, making symbolic use of its objects” (Lefebvre [1974] 1991, p. 39). Unlike the mental and conceived “representations of space”, lived “representational spaces” tend toward non-verbal symbols and signs that simply cannot be deciphered but have to be lived in order to be understood on a deeper, embodied level. Again, the human body places its role on this third level of social or lived space, but also the communitarian ‘body’ of a society or group of people meaningfully using the space. Hence, Lefebvre broadens mental space to both the individual body (spatial practice) and the collective body (social space).

The intuition at the origin of this study could be reformulated at this point; becoming aware of the reality of space in all its dimensions, especially the ones that imply the body through its spatial (perceived) and social (lived) practice, might indeed be a spiritual and healing experience in the sense of Ulrich’s window and of the spatial experience of recovering patients, as referred to above (Uzarewicz 2013; Brichetti 2019, pp. 5–9; Wüthrich 2019).

Likewise, Juhani Pallasmaa denounces the “ocularcentric” architecture of flat, reflecting surfaces of glass and its “contradictory opaque transparency”: “The inhumanity of contemporary architecture and cities can be understood as the consequence of the negligence of the body and the senses, and an imbalance in our sensory system” (Pallasmaa 1996, pp. 17–18).

This Finnish architect famously pleads for architecture that stimulates “unconscious peripheral vision”, which is more attentive to the acoustical and tactile than to the visual, and allows for a playful chiaroscuro of light and shadows instead of pushing us “out of the space, making us mere spectators” (as does “focused vision”, but also what Lefebvre called conceived space, which is only a “representation of space” but no real space) and paralyzing “all imagination” (as does homogenous, bright light) (Pallasmaa 1996, pp. 10, 13, 46). Pallasmaa understands the sense of touch as vision’s “subconscious”; our skin is able to read “the texture, weight, density and temperature of matter” (Pallasmaa 1996, p. 56). These are more than mere metaphors; ocularcentric architecture has a weakened sense of materiality, because it obfuscates its patina, texture, and density, squashing solidity and shadows to surface and homogenous clarity without an inch of mystery (so needed for a healthy environment, according to Evans and Mitchell McCoy).

Considering healing, Pallasmaa refers to a walk through a forest as “invigorating and healing due to the constant interaction of all sense modalities” and claims that “standing barefoot on a smoot glacial
rock by the sea at sunset, and sensing the warmth of the sun-heated stone through one’s soles, is an extraordinarily healing experience, making one part of the eternal cycle of nature. One senses the slow breathing of the earth” (Pallasmaa 1996, pp. 41, 58). When architecture is able to engage all the senses as a whole (not just vision), fostering perceived and lived space instead of being merely reduced to the geometry and the measurability of conceived space, it “strengthens the existential experience, one’s sense of being in the world, and this is essentially a strengthened experience of self” (Pallasmaa 1996, p. 41). This is precisely what I have defined as healing. According to this architect, enhancing the synaesthetic qualities of an edifice has healing repercussions for the users of that building, in the sense of a renewed consciousness of self. He indeed pleads for recuperating the “emancipating or healing role” of architecture (Pallasmaa 1996, p. 34). Body and space belong together. What is more, by emancipating us from the present and allowing us “to experience the slow, healing flow of time”, synaesthetic space contributes to our reconciliation with the world (Pallasmaa 1996, p. 52). Synaesthetic space domesticates limitless ‘space’ and endless ‘time’ in concrete, embodied existential metaphors of our being in the world (cf. Pallasmaa 1996, p. 64).

In order to experience the synaesthetic qualities of a building, we have to move through the space and dwell in it. The building needs a human body in order for it to be perceived and lived. The American architect Steven Holl argued that words “cannot substitute for authentic physical and sensory experience” nor “assume the silent intensities of architecture” (Holl 1994, p. 41). Authentic embodied experience can only be found here and now, locally, in a certain place. Photographs and even films cannot reproduce the silent intensities that are revealed in a certain place; “Only the architecture itself offers the tactile sensations of textured stone surfaces and polished wooden pews, the experience of light changing with movement, the smell and resonant sounds of space, the bodily relations of scale and proportion” (Holl 1994, p. 41). All these different, particular sense experiences converge in one synaesthetic “event” or “saturated phenomenon”, as opposed to a mere object, in the words of French phenomenologist Jean-Luc Marion (Marion 2010, pp. 37–66). This event might be beyond words but is not inarticulate.

Synaesthetic space is, perhaps, the most invisible and ignored dimension of architecture, although a sensibility for it can be acquired. The French writer Paul Valéry imagines an architect wandering through ancient Rome and asking his interlocutor: “Have you not noticed, when walking through this city, that among its buildings, some are mute, others speak, and lastly, the rare ones, sing?” (Valéry 1924, pp. 105–6) Similarly, Christopher Day suggests: “Although built of matter, architecture need not be dead. It can be life-filled. Its constituent elements and relationships can sing—and the human heart resonate with them” (Day [1990] 2004, p. 6). Hence, we must develop a sensibility to listen to our built environment (Roszak 2020).

In short, buildings are not just volumes and contours that can be seen, but, in the first place, they are space and skin that address our body. “Alongside the prevailing architecture of the eye, there is a haptic architecture of the muscle and the skin” (Pallasmaa 1996, p. 70). Let us now examine a few case studies of recent church architecture that particularly excel in this matter and, therefore, in the healing qualities of its inherent spirituality.

4. Four Case Studies of Synaesthetic Space

“Architecture holds the power to inspire and transform our day-to-day existence. The everyday act of pressing a door handle and entering into a light-washed room can become profound when experienced through sensitized consciousness. To see, to feel these physicalities is to become a subject of the senses. As Goethe has remarked, ‘One should not seek anything behind the phenomena, they are lessons themselves’”. (Holl 1999, p. 14)

As I have stated above, the following case studies only concern church architecture, but they reveal a spiritually healing dimension that, obviously, is not exclusively found in sacred buildings; think, for instance, of John Pawson’s recent synaesthetic arrangement of the Feuerle Collection in Berlin (2016), which allows the visitor to slow down and find his or her own pace through the fascinating
interconnection of stimulation (intensity, variety, complexity, mystery, and novelty), coherence, affordance, control, and restoration (Evans and McCoy 1998).

These case studies will prove to be heterotopias or “counter-sites, a kind of effectively enacted utopia in which the real sites, all the other real sites that can be found within the culture, are simultaneously represented, contested, and inverted” (Foucault [1984] 1986, p. 27). I have chosen them among many others, in the first place simply because I have visited them myself and have, in my own spatial practice, been deeply touched by their “song” (Valéry). That is, they corroborated both intuitions that are the origin of this study: the more multiple senses are engaged (for instance, by not disclosing everything ‘at first sight’ (allowing mystery and stimulation), but by obliging the visitor to climb up a hill, to go around the building (control), to look for clues (affordance) in order to ‘understand’ the space (complexity), by surprising her (novelty), by slowing him down (restoration), and by making her aware of the temperature of the air and the texture of the walls (intensity), by carefully playing with light and shadows (mystery and variety) and allowing, thus, for “peripheral vision” (Pallasmaa)), the denser is the synaesthetic space of the building, and the more it is spiritually healing, comforting, soothing, and restorative. Again, the way I will present the following case studies is not aimed at providing general theories about these buildings that would be true for everyone, but rather to demonstrate in situ how the intuitions come true in spatial practice, at least for one visitor who walks through the space for the first time, even though this could change over time (Kaplan and Kaplan 1982; Kieckhefer 2004, p. 7).

Therefore, I will present here what is universally considered as one of the most paradigmatic contemporary churches of all times, Le Corbusier’s Pilgrim Chapel at Ronchamp; a more recent example in Holl’s St. Ignatius Chapel at Seattle; a building that speaks of reconciliation in more than one sense on the site where once the Berlin wall separated East from West; and the fascinating urbanistic change caused by the construction of a shopping mall for a neogothic church without particular charm. This last example might not be the most obvious one, but it deserves our attention because of the role of people in appropriating a place and enhancing its synaesthetic qualities, in line with what Lefebvre has called “social space” and de Certeau “practiced place”.

These four case studies represent different Christian denominations (Roman Catholic, Protestant, Anglican) but, again, the communitarian and liturgical practices can (for now) be left aside when considering their synaesthetic dimensions (even though they must come into account when considering the full range of its social or lived space (this I do in Daelemans 2015a, pp. 251–314)). Moreover, these buildings are intended to welcome visitors of any faith or worldview along with non-religious and secular people who appreciate church buildings for their art historical and architectural qualities. I have chosen the first two case studies because they engage with the human body in multiple ways that oblige the visitor to slow down and to walk through the space in order to fully understand it. That this slowing down and moving through the space has a healing effect upon us personally is the fundamental intuition of this study that I present here tentatively and which every reader will have to discover for him or herself. The last two example case studies engage more explicitly with healing and reconciliation in a more social and historical sense.

For all of the following four case studies, which I present not as ‘objects’ but as synaesthetic space that comes to the fore in spatial practice (this naturally allows a more poetic and less academic style in its presentation), we might ask how the five architectural features pointed out by Evans and Mitchell McCoy are put into play: stimulation, coherence, affordance, control, and restoration (Evans and McCoy 1998).

Other noteworthy recent chapels that—because of a conscious attention to texture, matter, and light—excel in their synaesthetic dimension are Cunningham’s Abbey church (1992) in Dallas; Höger and Hare’s St. Thomas von Aquin (1999); Bonilla’s Las Nogales School Chapel (2002) in Bogotá; Zumthor’s Bruder Klaus Feldkapelle (2007) in Wachendorf; Lintula, Sirola, and Summanen’s Kamppi chapel (2012) in Helsinki; Dolinar’s Chapel of the Good Shepherd (2015) in Ljubljana; Ochoa’s Capilla Cura Brochero (2017) in Villa Cura Brochero in Argentina; and Souto de Moura’s Chapel (2018) for the Biennale in...
Venice. The literature often points out their noticeable synaesthetic qualities (Braun 2003; Wöhler 2005; Daelemans 2015a).

4.1. Le Corbusier’s Pilgrim Chapel (1954), Ronchamp, France

A universally acclaimed and paradigmatic example of synaesthetic space is certainly Le Corbusier’s Pilgrim Chapel (1954) at Ronchamp (Jencks 2011, pp. 48–49). Its timeless capacity to intrigue and attract visitors proves that it is truly an architectural “event”, which might be spiritual even for people who do not define themselves as such because it seem to address an anonymous, basic, universal, and embodied spirituality. Sitting solitary on a hill, this chapel is a playful sculpture that seems to shape all visitors into pilgrims, as they must climb up the hill and contour the building in order to enter it; the building teasingly changes shapes as one approaches, evoking a ship, a shell, praying hands, a nun’s hat, or a bird (variety, mystery, novelty, stimulation).

Inside, the visitor is engulfed in a delightful cave-like feast of shadows, color, and light. When it is hot outside, fresh air on our face cools us down. This space is inciting, as stimulation has to do with “intensity, variety, complexity, mystery and novelty” (Evans and McCoy 1998, p. 85). Dim light attracts the visitor further into its archetypal, motherly womb, where he or she might get a sense of the anonymous, sacred mystery that lingers there, captured between the heavy walls, tacitly pierced by colored light (Söhngen 1961, p. 184; Arnholz 2016, p. 50). The rough texture of the walls, gently caressed by natural light falling from above, invites more than one visitor to hang around in silence (restoration). One needs time to let the atmosphere settle and to adjust one’s breathing to that of the space. Like the famous fox of the Little Prince, this building has to be domesticated; space indeed needs time in order to be lived (control). All the senses are engaged; synaesthetic space seems to have been ‘scooped out’ of some kind of basic, primal matter where humanity meets her origin (Daelemans 2015a, pp. 101–2).

As many visitors and authors have pointed out, the atmosphere here is intrinsically, basically, even ‘archetypically’ spiritual (even before any liturgy takes place) (Jencks 2011, pp. 48–49; Debuyst 1968, p. 48; Daelemans 2015a, p. 102), even though one’s circumstances and expectations highly influence the experience one way or the other (Kieckhefer 2004, p. 7). Unlike Koons’s sterile and smooth Balloon sculptures, the skin of this cave-like edifice is thick, heavy, rough, and resistant (Han 2015). Texture and matter address our own skin: the rudimentary and rough spirituality of this building seems to reside in the fact of ‘simply’ and gently engaging our body. The colored glass evokes playfulness and festivity (unlike the white efficiency of modernism and rationalism). Matter is solidly, voluminously present and firmly rooted, unlike transparent, self-efficacious architecture that is only able to exist, almost virtually, in lines and superficies (conceived space). Eschewing overpowering monumentality in which one feels minimized, this sculptural event adopts a human scale (coherence, affordance).

This is architecture at its best, bringing to light the specificity of this art by engaging embodied beings, and all our senses, on a deeply human and universal level; there where we are ‘body’ (cf. Nietzsche: Leib bin icht), not reducing the experience to the hegemony of vision, but engaging smell, taste, touch, and hearing as well. One becomes aware of one’s own body because all the senses are strongly involved; vision was already intrigued, if not satisfied, outside, by the whimsical, archetypal shapes that do not immediately recall the common shape of a known religious building (stimulation). But inside, we have to let go of all familiar ideas about ecclesial architecture and give ourselves over to the synaesthetic space of the architectural “event” (restoration). This building is an instrument for our senses, forcing us to become aware of an existing spirituality and to develop a sensibility for synaesthetic space.

According to the five architectural features defined by Evans and Mitchell McCoy, we could conclude the following. The building seems to present the right balance between stimulation and coherence and, although it is made principally for the Roman Catholic liturgy, on a lonely visit one can choose where to sit and linger (control) and be restored, as the building and its features seem to
foster restoration. However, the entrance is not easy to find, and this could disorient more than one visitor (affordance).

Unfortunately, its daring shapes and mysterious play of light have been imitated, ad nauseam, in a desperate but unfruitful attempt to recreate its acclaimed ‘genius’, as if its powerful atmosphere, that is, its synaesthetic space, could be caught in ornamental fragments. In this way, one only poorly reproduces soulless ‘conceived space’ (Lefebvre). Hence, the strong urge to admire this masterpiece and not to imitate it (Debuyst 1968, p. 48). What really should be adopted (not imitated) is its synaesthetic, organic power.

4.2. Holl’s Chapel of St. Ignatius (1997), Seattle, WA, USA

One successful recent attempt to create a truly synaesthetic space for similar spiritual purposes is Steven Holl’s Chapel of St. Ignatius (1997) at Seattle University. Perhaps the best way to ‘understand’ this building and the synaesthetic space it creates in our interaction is to listen to the experiences it elicits. One visitor “found herself forced to sit down on first entering the interior, as she was so completely overcome by emotion and memory. The new building acted like a key for her, unlocking a wealth of internal, unspoken language with unanticipated force” (Ivy 1998, p. 15). Another person recalls: “I was like a child—both awestruck and excited to ask my questions. I could not figure out where all the light was coming from and how did all those colors come through clear windows? How was there so much life there?” (Cobb 1999, p. 11).

Whereas, in many contemporary buildings, we are “out of touch with the poetry and unpredictability of the everyday change in the weather” (Holl 1994, p. 83), Holl stages the light in such a masterful way so as to heighten our cosmic awareness. Light—indirect, diffuse, colored, projected against colored walls—spills across the surfaces, creating a playful, shadowy, unique, and festive atmosphere (stimulation). Rather than shiny and smooth, the surfaces themselves are rough, irregular, textured, thick, organic, where human hands left their mark. The walls, the hand-carved wooden furniture, and the hand-blown lamps all remind us of the marvelous synergy between nature and humanity.

The chapel demonstrates Holl’s conviction that architecture must be “a series of partial experiences, rather than a totality” (Holl 1994, p. 42), making us move through the space and its different atmospheres, depending on the light, the textures of the walls, and the height of the ceiling: “At every turn, the visitor is invited to listen, touch, inhale, see—to worship the world, and yet transcend it, through the senses” (Dupré 2001, p. 152). As synaesthetic space, this building addresses our body and, therefore, I dare to say, our soul, in the sense that “the Spirit befriends the body” (Rogers 2005, p. 70) and that a human being performs the biological in a spiritual way; that is, experiences “the interpenetration of bios and spirit which is his inmost essence” (Ratzinger 1965 2014).

Holl suggests that the fundamental ‘idea’ for this building is not something ‘added’ to the architectural event but is embedded in the building and embodied by its synaesthetic space: perception without meaning “is ultimately deficient unless intent is articulated” (Holl 1994, p. 41). In this particular case, the ‘idea’ is taken from the Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius of Loyola, where it is said that all divine gifts are “descending from above,” leading to Holl’s paradigm of “seven bottles of light in a stone box” (Holl 1999).

Similar to Ronchamp, this building helps to ‘slow down’ by heightening our perception (mystery, novelty, variety). The healing dimension of synaesthetic space is reminding us of our wholeness; that is, that we are embodied and spiritual beings: “The ultimate meaning of any building is beyond architecture; it directs our consciousness back to the world and towards our own sense of self and being. Significant architecture makes us experience ourselves as complete embodied and spiritual beings. In fact, this is the great function of all meaningful art” (Pallasmaa 1996, p. 11). The ability to connect us with our deepest spiritual dimension, through our body, is a fundamental, humanizing experience of architecture (restorative qualities).
The American philosopher Paul Kidder, who has written a noteworthy analysis of this building in reference to Ignatian spirituality, claims that architecture like this liberates

“by pointing a direction and then withdrawing, by serving, like the Spiritual Exercises themselves, as a guide to personal meditations. In this place we are called to be most truly ourselves and to find ourselves through the love of Christ and the fellowship of community. [ ... ] Christianity is never captured in the systematic overview, the aerial perspective, the blueprint and the floorplan, but unfolds always perspectivally, from our point of view. We know that the fundamental thing is a call that vibrates the air but only becomes sound when heard in our hearts—the call to us to join the feast of poverty, to kneel at the altar and be this odd transformation, the antidote for evil, the body of Christ, the throats of flesh that sing the incarnate word”. (Kidder 1999, p. 25)

In other words, for the ‘call’ to be heard, this call needs, first of all, synaesthetic space to resonate and a responding (individual and communitarian) body to become sound and embodied. Spirituality is not something to be captured in words and ideas but has to be lived and embodied (even when written down in texts, such as the Bible).

Thanks to its strong synaesthetic and thus healing and restorative qualities, and because it displays a spirituality in the broadest sense, not focusing exclusively on its Christian denominational character (although this is obviously present), this Roman Catholic chapel allows for people of different worldviews to feel, in principle, at home in this space, simply because their body (perceived space) is addressed even before their mind (concepted space), without monopolizing the perceived space with representations and verbal signs of conceived space that can only be interpreted in one exclusive way (Holl 1999; Daelemans 2015a, pp. 174–84). This is so because synaesthetic space is spiritual in a broad and anonymous sense (perceived space), even before the Transcendent is named (this naming would be from the order of conceived space and of verbal signs that could be deciphered, as well as of social space and of symbols that are liturgically enacted). Considering the multiple triggers and clues that address the body in this chapel, we could speak of a right balance between stimulation and coherence, with attention to affordance and control, and especially allowing, in the first place, for restoration and rest as its primordial aim on the university campus for anyone who has a body. Our time needs welcoming places that remind us of this human need for restoration and peace that is intrinsically healing (Evans and McCoy 1998; Brichetti 2019, p. 6).

4.3. Reitermann and Sassenroth's Chapel of Reconciliation (2000), Berlin, Germany

In Berlin, at a wounded site where once an infamous Wall separated East from West, now sits a small chapel in the modest shape of a wooden shed. The Protestant community (Evangelische Versöhnungsgemeinde) decided courageously and creatively not to rebuild the former neogothic church, demolished in 1985, but to offer the wider world a new and contemporary haven of peace and an imaginative place for reconciliation, even when there is no liturgical event taking place (Braun 2003; Daelemans 2015a, pp. 165–74).

In contrast to a wall that separates people and inhibits space, the Chapel of Reconciliation (2000) is an extraordinary meditation on space and stillness (it allows for restoration). For many years after the demolition of the wall, this part of the city showed a humiliating and shameful piece of desolate and restless wasteland. Something had to be done in order to start a process of healing. The community bravely eschewed triumphalism and opted instead for simplicity, fragility, and humility as more sustainable forces of healing and reconciliation. Humanity as a whole has to be reconciled with its wounds, and this modest building is an example of just that, transforming creatively a wounded genius loci into one full of hope, and providing a place for reconciliation, as a symbol and a banner announcing the need for reconciliation on a wounded site.

Instead of the architects’ initial choice of steel and glass, the chapel now displays wood and clay, space and air. Indeed, clay evokes both creation and healing (Turner 1969, p. 103). The chapel, with a
new shape that in itself is a broad welcome to anyone, believer and non-believer alike, invites the visitor to wander slowly over the desolate grounds towards its inner womb, passing first through an impressive open-air ambulatory made of inexpensive wooden lamellas through which flashes of the outer world can be glimpsed (it provides mystery and novelty, combining stimulation with coherence). Indeed, places like this remind us that reconciliation is not a mental activity disconnected from the body; one even might have to engage in a bodily experience in order to be fully reconciled. Reconciliation might be easier when the body is included. It is a fact that this building literally makes room for reconciliation and lays bare different depths of the name, for the demolished church already was called Church of the Reconciliation.

As such, this innocuous “event” (Marion 2010, pp. 37–66), with its porous skin and grainy core, creates a succession of three different spaces; one moves from the vast, exterior, and secular space of empty wasteland through the liminal space (Van Gennep 1960; Turner 1969) of the delightfully intimate walkway (which at the same time serves as cafeteria, foyer, and exhibition space) towards the interior sacred heart of protected intimacy, which invites one to another ‘space’ of stillness and peace, even more interior and beyond.

This embodied process of reconciliation incorporates the scars of the past (coherence, affordance): The contours of the demolished church are laid out in the ground; the new altar made out of clay, as are the walls, sits on the mensa of the former church; a mutilated remnant of the former church, a neogothic reredos in which Christ lost his face, hangs in an apse, indicating the orientation of the demolished church and imbuing the empty space with “a real sense of centred gravitas” (Richardson 2004, p. 80); an unexploded WWII-bomb can be glimpsed in the ambulatory, uniting as such war, wall, and wasteland; and in the grainy walls of the central core can be found small pieces of the former, demolished church, as precious stones, relics, and “thorn in the flesh” (2Co 12:7) that offer an opportunity to reconcile the wounded present with the past.

The Protestant community that worships here boldly opted for those broken fragments to speak of a greater whole. As such, the whole event of going through this chapel is in itself a profound and healing rite of passage from brokenness and pain to memory and hope. Outside, a sculpture of a man and a woman embracing hints at the efforts of the union between East and West, overcoming all separation. Heroically, at the core of this new beating heart are the wounds of the past (Braun 2003).

Taking the place of both a separating wall and a demolished church, this synaesthetic space that defies the imagination opts for smallness, offering the visitor different spatial experiences (stimulation), coming together in a hearth of peace and quiet (restoration). Subtly, placing the new altar towards the geographical east, it does not bitterly stick to the past, but orients herself daringly to a new future of hope (novelty). Gathering and reorganizing fragments found on site, it offers a palimpsest of lightness and grace on a wounded site of separation and grief.

A small, innocuous bronze crucifix of the Armenian artist Chavarch Kachatrian expresses well what this chapel is about; in loving nearness, Jesus raises his hand in a continuous blessing and invitation to prophetically stand up and work for reconciliation. One might even say that the chapel, choosing resolutely this devastated no-man’s land, is a herald of God’s relentless and universal message of reconciliation and a symbol of where the Church of the twentieth-first century, represented in this building (although not only the Protestant community that gathers here, but, because of its ecumenical engagement, the Church in its broadest sense, as People of God) must be. It incorporates the wounded past, offering a spacious present for contemplating the future with hope.

The oscillating ambulatory, swaying gently around the grainy core, defies rectilinear ways of defining the sacred and offers surprisingly new vistas when walking around. The texture of the organic materials appeals to our sense of touch. Inside, the soft, organic colors and the diffused light, falling through an ingeniously designed skylight as the only source of natural light, invite one to stillness and contemplation. Here, it is not mere void, but truly “sacred emptiness” that awaits the visitor (Tillich [1962] 1989; Daelemans 2012).
In short, the overall simplicity of this apparently negligible gesture in a wounded site invites one, in my view, above all to listen with all the senses, physical and spiritual. This deep and contemplative listening is, in itself, restorative and healing, as we have seen (Pallasmaa 1996, pp. 49–51; Evans and McCoy 1998, p. 91). The grainy loam and the simple wood define this synaesthetic space as an invitation to reconcile oneself with one’s wounds, one’s world, and one’s God.

4.4. St Martin Church and Selfridges (2003), Birmingham, UK

Another, final example is telling. For decades, right at the city center of Birmingham (UK), an unimpressive church in Gothic Victorian style stood quietly in the shadows of the so-called ‘Bullring’: an infamous and confusing cluster of car parks, markets, motorways, and dark alleys attracting mostly criminality and dirt.

In 2003, its genius loci changed completely in what is now one of the busiest shopping malls in the UK. What is more, the attractive, futuristic Selfridges building (seemingly not yet from this age, but as commercial entertainment entirely given to this age) paradoxically enhanced the spiritual function of the church (apparently not from this age anymore, but opening a necessary restorative dimension right in the middle of fuzzy contemporary life, in the sense in which Evans and Mitchell McCoy spoke of “restorative qualities” (Evans and McCoy 1998, p. 91)). Their contrast is fascinating and seems complementary (stimulation). Now, the plaza is an essential place-to-be in the commercial heart of the city.

The Anglican parish community responded well to the spiritual needs of the moment and provided a haven of rest for the numerous visitors, weary from shopping and restlessness. Moreover, the uninspiring shape of the old church became surprisingly eloquent and contemporary because of this felicitous, fertile contrast.

This is an example of how the old and apparently stagnant can become new and dynamic again: perhaps something to consider in view of the buildings we currently use. The building environment is often more dynamic than we might think, something to be ‘played’ by a community, as with a musical instrument. It is only then that a building is truly itself, “lived space” (Lefebvre), “singing” architecture, and neither mute nor speechless (Valéry): “Design doesn’t stop when buildings are completed. It is routinely renewed during occupation and adaption” (Day [1990] 2004, p. 14). The question is: do we own the spaces we use? Does the community that worships in a sacred place own the place? Already Evans and Mitchell McCoy, with their term “control”, underlined the importance of the space to be flexible in its adaptation (Evans and McCoy 1998, p. 91). Can we, appropriately, speak of communitarian “appropriation” (de Certeau [1980] 1990, p. 148; Lefebvre [1974] 1991)?

Indeed, a building is not a static object but space that must be played as an instrument. Any building should ‘sing’ the best it can, in resonance and in interaction with its users. The ‘building process’ does not end with the construction of the building as object. It is only then that the appropriation can start, that a group of people can start to inhabit the building as space and as event (Marion 2010, pp. 37–66). When, over time, the building still seems foreign and empty, one wonders what has gone wrong. Which small interventions can be done in order to improve our common environment?

In short, we must be attentive to all our senses; awareness seems to be already a first step towards healing and wholeness. In this sense, Sternberg is convinced that “we can each, as individuals, do our part. Rather than rushing through our busy days without paying much attention to the spaces around us, we need to carve out a few moments here and there to allow ourselves to be aware of our place in the world and its place inside us” (Sternberg 2009, p. 295).

5. Conclusions: A Renewed Sensibility

“Most of us don’t go around deliberately touching buildings, yet without thinking about it, we touch them all the time. The textures we walk on or feel with our hands (or eyes) make all the difference between places which are approachable and which aren’t: few people prefer a concrete bench or steel table to a wooden one”. (Day [1990] 2004, p. 74)
In this article, I have used the terms *healing*, *spiritual*, and *synaesthetic space* in such a broad sense so as to exclude nobody from the ability to recognize this experience, simply because we are a body (Nietzsche) and, therefore, nobody is illiterate in spatial practice (Volp 1994). I have merely tried to put words upon an intuitive experience of which not much empirical evidence exists in the literature; although, as we have seen, achievements from different disciplines converge in this direction. Even though the results of this study might seem tentative, I hope to have contributed to a fascinating field of experience, which further research might deepen and unfold.

Developing sensitivity for the synaesthetic quality of places will make us aware of natural light, breathing space (the experience of a tiny space can be broadened dramatically by opening a window towards a garden, for instance), local rootedness, and, especially, boundaries: “Often our experience of buildings is not as free-standing objects but of boundaries of space. The quality of this boundary is a major ingredient of the quality the place will have” (Day [1990] 2004, p. 10).

Naturally, this is not a question of mere ‘cosmetics.’ By only being attentive to materials, texture, colors, light, air, and space (together with *stimulation, coherence, affordance, control, and restoration*), it is easy to see how *synaesthetic space* differs from the physical, material space that we can describe and observe from a distance (as an object). Wood, clay, and stone, for instance, breathe differently than steel, concrete, and plastic. Fascists of all times know well how architecture can support or damage physical and spiritual health, keep people down or uplift them and make them proud of their shared humanity. *Synaesthetic space* is a particularly *powerful atmosphere* proper to architecture (Böhme 1995, 2006). *This power* has the characteristic to involve us as in an *event* (Marion 2010, pp. 37–66).

Why is this dimension *spiritually* relevant, and why would it influence *healing* (still, in a broad sense of restoration and reconciliation), not only physically, but as a whole embodied being? Following the research of healthcare specialists and psychologists (Ulrich, Sternberg, Evans and Mitchell McCoy), philosophers and theologians attentive to space (Lefebvre, Böhme, Löw, Wüthrich), and architects sensitive to the multisensory aspects of buildings (Day, Pallasmaa, Zumthor) and by testing their findings in the spatial practice of concrete case studies, we might formulate the following answer: simply because our *living body* is addressed, in contrast to some abstract elaborations of ‘conceived space’ (Lefebvre) that have nothing to do with spirituality because they separate us from our embodied materiality. The ‘skin’ of the building addresses our skin (in stronger or weaker ways). This is also why such a spiritually healing dimension of synaesthetic space is not reserved for buildings with a specific healing or religious purpose.

This synaesthetic dimension is highly specific to architecture in contrast to other arts. Such architectural experience is unlikely to occur when looking at photographs alone or reading this text (unless our architectural sensibility has been exercised). Instead of looking at an “object”, we are involved and participate as embodied beings in an “event” (Marion 2010, pp. 37–66). The bodily experience of the architectural event makes us more aware of our embodied self (Pallasmaa 1996; Löw 2001, p. 224) and, as I have claimed from the start, this is already healing, a step to wholeness.

Hence, the first spiritually healing dimension of architecture therefore has nothing or little to do with styles—still so polemical nowadays when church architecture is concerned (Rose 2001; Doorly 2007; McNamara 2009)—but with its capacity to engage our *body* in a mystagogical and analogical, that is, inward and uplifting, movement into the mystery of life.

From our case studies, we may conclude that openness to nature (in whatever way) is an essential feature for the spiritually healing dimension of a building (Evans and McCoy 1998, p. 91). Nevertheless, such ‘openness’ is not reduced to vision (opening a window) but has more to do with how nature enters the space, in the organic texture and material of the walls, for instance, or in bringing in water, air, earth, and light, as in Zumthor’s universally acclaimed *Bruder Klaus Feldkapelle*. Drawing on a suggestive distinction by the American architectural critic Paul Goldberger, I would say that the Swiss architect, instead of proposing a frame *around* nature or creating a window *on* nature, “abstracts” these natural elements out of nature so that they sensibly, but without words, engage our being embodied and embedded in the natural world (Goldberger 2010, p. 228; Daelemans 2015b). The point is, it is
not nature as such that is healing (that might be so, according to Pallasmaa’s suggestive examples as quoted above), but rather the combination of nature and architecture, because healing also implies shelter, coherence, control, affordance, and other aspects not found in nature. The miraculous synergy achieved between the building and nature is what is ultimately healing, for it brings into balance the five architectural aspects defined by Evans and Mitchell McCoy: stimulation, coherence, affordance, control, and restoration (Evans and McCoy 1998).

As necessary as Venice could be as a heterotopia for ordinary life, according to the quote above, we could say that all of the examined case studies provide an imaginative, contemporary “heterotopia” (Foucault), where the visitors of more than one faith and worldview could literally come to their senses, bodily and spiritually, which is an experience of healing, restoration, and reconciliation.

Steven Holl claims that “modern commercial existence muddles the question of what is essential. [ . . . ] If the media make us passive receivers of vacuous messages, we must firmly position ourselves as activists of consciousness” (Holl 1994, p. 41). Therefore, we must engage with the environment:

“To open ourselves to perception, we must transcend the mundane urgency of ‘things to do.’ We must try to access that inner life that reveals the luminous intensity of the world. Only through solitude can we begin to penetrate the secrets around us. An awareness of one’s unique existence in space is essential in developing a consciousness of perception”. (Holl 1999, p. 14)

In short, people might perhaps get used to anything, but what we keep forgetting is the synaesthetic dimension of the built environment, and its healing effects by bringing us into contact with our cosmic rootedness. This spiritual dimension becomes more and more essential for contemporary church architecture and concerns a sensibility that can be acquired over time by walking through buildings, inhabiting them, and owning them.
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